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ABELIAN SUBGROUPS OF TOPOLOGICAL GROUPS'

BY

SIEGFRIED K. GROSSER AND WOLFGANG N. HERFORT

Abstract. In [1] Smidt's conjecture on the existence of an infinite abelian subgroup

in any infinite group is settled by counterexample. The well-known Hall-Kulatilaka

Theorem asserts the existence of an infinite abelian subgroup in any infinite locally

finite group. This paper discusses a topological analogue of the problem. The

simultaneous consideration of a stronger condition—that centralizers of nontrivial

elements be compact—turns out to be useful and, in essence, inevitable. Thus two

compactness conditions that give rise to a profinite arithmetization of topological

groups are added to the classical list (see, e.g., [13 or 4]).

1. Introduction. The well-known example by Adian and Novikov [1] invalidates

both the Burnside conjecture and a conjecture by O. Yu. Smidt: "There is an infinite

abelian subgroup in every infinite group." Thus the Smidt conjecture becomes a

restrictive condition. One is far from knowing all groups that satisfy it; it is,

however, satisfied (e.g.) for locally finite groups (theorem of Hall and Kulatilaka [8]).

For compact groups, a negative answer to the question posed above would imply a

negative answer to the restricted Burnside problem (see [10]). A stronger

condition—that nontrivial elements possess finite centralizers—reduces the investi-

gation to one for pro-^-groups (see (1.1)).

It is the purpose of this paper to study topological analogues of Smidt's question.

In general, the method of topologizing problems of the discrete theory provides

perspective and allows for the development of a more comprehensive theory in

which techniques of Lie theory and discrete theory can profitably be combined. Thus

the topological versions of finiteness conditions (see especially [16, Chapter 4]) have

given rise to the rather extensive theory of compactness conditions (see [13]).

After some preliminary lemmas in §2 (which are needed in §§3,4) we study Lie

groups in which all abelian subgroups have compact closure. It turns out that these

Lie groups are extensions of connected compact groups by discrete groups satisfying

the above condition (see (3.2)). The main results are contained in §4. Moore groups

whose nontrivial elements have compact centralizers are either compact or are finite

extensions of Moore /^-groups (see (4.3)). The proof of (4.3) is of a rather technical

nature. A by-product of the investigation is the result that a group G possessing the
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above centralizer condition and for which G0 E [SIN]G is itself compact or totally

disconnected (see (4.2)). Two pertinent examples given in §5 delimit the scope of the

results obtained.

We next give the definitions of the classes of locally compact groups needed in the

paper. SS denotes a subgroup of the (topological) automorphism group Aut G:

[IN]        :=class of locally compact groups G possessing a compact G-invariant

neighborhood of e.

[SIN]S   :=class of locally compact groups G possessing a fundamental system of

23-invariant neighborhoods of e.

[FC]^    : =class of locally compact groups G with precompact 33-orbits.

[M]        : =[Moore] : = class of locally compact groups all of whose irreducible

Hilbert space representations are finite dimensional.

[Z] : =class of locally compact groups G with G/Z(G) compact.

[Lie]       : =class of Lie-groups.

Aside from these standard classes (see [4 and 13]) we employ the following notation.

[P]"        : =class of locally compact periodic groups.

[TD]      : =class of locally compact totally disconnected groups.

Q :=[IN] n [P]"D[TD]. (Because of [11, Lemma 4.2, p. 408] one has [M] n

[P]" n[TD] EG.)

[LF]" :=class of locally compact topologically locally finite groups (G E

[LF]": <=> each precompact subset of G generates a precompact sub-

group).

[K] : =class of compact groups.

Furthermore, we now formalize the two finiteness conditions and the corresponding

compactness conditions, as follows.

[AF]       : =class of abstract groups G whose abelian subgroups are finite.

[CF]       :=class of abstract groups G with finite centralizers Cc(x) of the elements

x ¥= e.

[AF]"     : =class of locally compact groups G whose closed abelian subgroups are

compact.

[CF]"     '• =class of locally compact groups G with compact centralizers Cc(x) of the

elements x # e.

One has [CF] C [AF] and [CF]"C [AF]" (see (5.1)). The two questions referred to

above, whether or not [CF] n [K] = [AF] n [K] = class of finite groups, are open

[10]. The question of whether or not an infinite pro-/>-group in [CF] actually exists is

also still open.

By NG(H) we denote the normalizer of H C G, by Hx and Hp, respectively, for

xEG, and B E Aut G, the image xHx~x and B(H), respectively; by expG the

exponent of G. For a prime p and an^infinite index set /, let (Cp')* denote the weak

direct product of | /1 copies of the cyclic group Cp. By a "sequence" we mean a short
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exact sequence of topological groups, K^> G -** H, where H = tt(G) = G/K. For

»<AutGletCc(93):= {g E G\B(g) = g for all B E SB}, E := {e}.
In order to elucidate the techniques used in the paper we close §1 with a result on

groups in [CF] n [K].

(1.1) Proposition. Let G E [CF] n [K]. Then G is either finite or a pro-p-group for

an odd prime p (see [15] for the definition of a pro-p-group).

Proof. Clearly G E [CF] implies G is a torsion group; hence its identity compo-

nent, G0, a projective limit of connected compact Lie torsion groups, is trivial, so G

is profinite. If G is not a pro-/>-group there exist an open N < G and two primes

p =£ q such that p and q divide | G/N |. If all Sylow subgroups are finite, it follows

from this, on account of [10, Theorem 2, p. 460], that G is finite.

Let r be a prime such that A contains an infinite /--Sylow subgroup R. It follows

from the Frattini argument (see e.g. (2.4)(1)) that there exists a prime s ¥= r,

s E {p,q}, and an element x E NC(R) of order s such that x~xRx = R. Let

L:=(x,R)    and    $ := [M = Af"< R\ [R : M] < «0 and x~xMx = M}.

$ constitutes a base of e-neighborhoods in R. If x acts fixed-point-free on M, M is

nilpotent [6, Theorem 2, p. 405] and, being a torsion group, is locally finite; but

M & [AF], because of [8, (2.5), p. 72], a contradiction. Hence there exists, in every

M E <E>, ayM with [x, yM] = e, i.e., CG(x) is infinite, a contradiction. That/? cannot

be 2 follows from [8, (2.5), p. 72].    □

As this proof suggests, one may, in the situations under consideration in this

paper, successfully employ techniques of the theory of (pro-)finite groups—coprime-

ness conditions and Sylow theory [15], i.e., a certain arithmetization [14]. Other tools

are generalizations of the above Frattini argument as well as theorems on the lifting

of fixed points of automorphism groups [6] and special methods of approximation

by Lie groups [5].

2. Auxiliary lemmas.

Definition. For G E £2 call x E G a ^-element <=> (x)~ is a pro-/?-group (see

[14]). Letn(G):= {p|3 ap-elementx E G\{e}}.

(2.1) Lemma. Let {xv} be a net of p-elements in G, and x0 = lim^x,,. Then x0 is a

p-element.

Proof. G E& => K^>G ->-> D, where K is compact and open, and D is a discrete

torsion group [4]. Since (x0, K)= (x0) AT is an open x0-neighborhood x„ E (x0, K)

for v > v0. It therefore suffices to assume that G is compact, i.e., profinite. Now use

[6, Lemma 6].    □

In what follows we shall also need certain facts concerning the topological

analogue of the class of locally finite groups.

Remark. G E [LF]~<=> every precompact e-neighborhood generates a compact

subgroup. It is easy to show that for G/G0 discrete one has G E [LF]"<=> G/G0 is

locally finite and G0 is compact.
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(2.2) Lemma. (1) G E [LF]" and H = H~ « G =» H E [LF]".

(2) A=-> G — L with A, L E [LF]"=> G E [LF]".

Proof. (2) Let A' be a compact symmetric e-neighborhood in G. It suffices to

show that (X) is compact. We have (X)N/N = (XN/N), and the latter group is

compact because XN/N is a compact e-neighborhood of L E [LF]". For r E N the

collection {(AA)r/A) = {XrN/N} is an open covering of (X)N/N, so there

exists an r0 with Xr°N/N = (X)N/N. Therefore A"" contains a system of repre-

sentatives of (X)N/N, hence also one of the isomorphic group (X)/(X)n A.

This implies

Xr'((X)n A) = (a-)d X2r«.

Let S : = X3r° n A =£ A. From the relation X2r» C A"»S C A"°(S>, one obtains, by

induction on k, Xkr° C A"""(S> and, from this, (I)cr»(S)". A E [LF]" now

implies (S)" is compact.    □

(2.3) Corollary. G E [M] n [P]"^ G E [LF]".

Proof. There exists a sequence /sf=~-> G -** H, where A is compact and H E [M]

D [Lie] n [P]"; according to [11, Theorem 3] there exists a sequence M^-» // -** 7,

where 7 is finite and M E [Z], so M E [LF]" also.    □

(2.4) Lemma. (1) (Frattini Argument). Let K be a profinite closed normal subgroup

of G and P a p-Sylow subgroup of K. Then G = NC(P)K.

(2) Assume G is locally compact, G0 compact, 7 a maximal torus (i.e. a maximal

connected abelian closed subgroup) of G0. Then G = AG(7)G0.

Proof. (1) Let g E G. If P is a /7-Sylow subgroup of A, then so is Ps. On account

of the conjugacy of such subgroups [17] there exists k E K with Pg = Pk. From

gA:"1 E NG(P), the assertion follows.

(2) It follows from [9, Lemma 1.3, p. 5] and from properties of projective limits

that there exist maximal tori in connected compact groups and that any two are

conjugate. Now proceed as in (1).    □

(2.5) Lemma. Assume #=—► G -*+ D, K compact and open, D discrete. If G E [AF]",

then D is a torsion group which does not contain a locally cyclic subgroup. If, in

addition, D is abelian, then |n(Z>)| is finite; furthermore, if D is infinite, then there

exists a prime p such that D possesses an infinite subgroup of the form (Cp')*, where I is

an infinite index set.

Proof. If D is not a torsion group then there exists K^>GX -»Z with Gx = Gx^

G, which means G, E [AF]". Let t E G,, 77(0 = 1 E Z. Then </>" would not be

compact, a contradiction. Assume D contains a locally cyclic (hence infinite)

subgroup L = UneNL„, Ln C Ln+X, each L„ := (x„> finite and cyclic and n E N.

Then there exists K^>H -** L with H E [AF]", and there are numbers anr with

x""' = xr (for n > r) and anrars = ans (for n > r > s). For each n let x„ E x„ be a
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representative. We now construct inductively monothetic subgroups Z„ : = ( zn > ~ of

H with the following properties.

(l)i„ = x„and

(2)Z„DZ„_,.
Let Z0 := E and let {;} be a strictly increasing sequence of natural numbers such

that the sequence {xra"}p which lies in the compact set x,, converges to a limit z, (so

z, = x,).  Put  Z, := (z,)".  Assume we have  already  found zx, z2,...,zn  and

Zx,Z2,...,Zn with properties (1) and (2) such that lim, xf" = zy(l ^7 <n).

Replacing {t}, if necessary, by a subsequence, one may assume {x"",+l}, to be

convergent in xn +,, with limit zn+x E xn+x. We have

(x^+')""+'" = *f'"-

Hence  / -» 00   results  in   z"i+x'-" = zn,   i.e.   Z„+, := (z„+1)"> Z„.   Let   Z'■ —

(UnENZ„)". Since 7r(Z) = L, the closed abelian subgroup Z ^ H cannot be com-

pact, a contradiction. Next let D be abelian and |U(D)\= K0. We have D ~ l~l*Dp,

where p E 11(D) and Dp denotes the //-component of D. Choose xp E Dp\E such

that xpp = e and put

V= (n^lp<n.pen(z))).

Then L := UneNL„ is locally cyclic in D, a contradiction. Therefore I1(Z>) must be

finite. Now, if\D\> N0 and D = n*en(D)-^> = Rpen(D)DP> tnen tnere exists p E

IT(D) with \D \> X0. According to the above, Dp contains no quasicyclic subgroup

Z(p°°), since the latter is locally cyclic. Thus Dp contains no divisible abelian

subgroup, hence is reduced. Because of [2, 77.5, p. 65] there exist an infinite set / and

nontrivial subgroups (At)i&1 in Dp as well as a subgroup A *s Dp A = II*e//l,. In

^4,\£ we select a, with af = e. Then ({a,},e/>= (Cp7)* is an infinite subgroup.    □

3. The class [AF]~ . The examples given in [1 and 12] show that there exist rather

complicated noncompact groups in [SIN] n [AF] C [SIN] D [AF]". Since these

groups are discrete it is conceivable that nondiscreteness of a group together with the

condition [AF]" results in a more serious restriction. Along these lines we have the

following result.

(3.1) Proposition. Let G E [IN] n [AF]~. Then there is a sequence K^ G -» D,

in which K is compact and open, and D is a discrete torsion group not possessing any

locally cyclic subgroup.

Proof. The structure theorem for [IN]-groups [4] yields a sequence H^G -»-> D,

where H is an extension of a compact group K by a vector group V. However, V

must be trivial since G is periodic, so H = K. By the same structure theorem, K is

open. The remaining statement follows immediately from (2.5).

For Lie groups a reduction of the problem to the corresponding problem for

discrete groups can be accomplished as follows.

(3.2) Theorem. For a Lie group G the following holds: G E [AF]"<=> G0 is compact

and G/G0 E [AF].
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For the proof we need an auxiliary result.

(3.3) Lemma. Assume I is an infinite index set, p a prime, V '■= (Cp)*, r E N, and

f:VX V -* Cp a bilinear form with respect to GF(p) satisfying f(x, x) = 0 for all

x E V. Then there exists an infinite subspace U < V such that ux, u2 E U => f(ux, u2)

= 0.

Proof. For x E V the set f(x, V) is finite; hence there exist an infinite subset

5 C V and t E C- such that f(x, S) = {t}. Pick s0 E S. We have f(x, S - s0) =

f(x, S) — f(x, s0) — 0, so there exists an infinite orthogonal/-complement {x}± of

x and x E {x}1. For x, E V, x, ¥= 0, put Ux '■= (x,>, Vx := Ux. Inductively we

construct the subspaces

c/„=(x,,x2,...,x„>,    dimUn = n,    V„ = Ux ,    \V„\>K0.

Pick x„+, E Vn with dim(Un, x„+,) = n + 1. Put

Un+\   ,—   ("-4' Xn+ 1 /< %+l  -—   ^4+1-

According to the above, the orthogonal complement W '■= {xn+x}y with respect to

/I K x K IS aheady an infinite subspace of V„. But we have W< Vn+l, so that

/(x„+,, W) = 0 and/((/„, W) = 0. Therefore Kn+, is infinite.    D

Proof of (3.2). (<=) Let A = A~^ G be abelian and noncompact. Then tr(A),

where it : G -« G/G0, is obviously an infinite abelian subgroup of G/G0, a con-

tradiction.

(=>) First we note that G0 E [AF]", so that G0 is compact [7, p. 180]. Let 7 be a

maximal torus in G0. It suffices, first, to show that NC(T)/T E [AF]. For we have

G0 = UgeCo T« and therefore G = AG(7)G0 ((2.4)(2)). Thus

G/G0 = AC(7)G0/G0 s AG(7)/AG(7) D G0

= A'c(r)/AGo(7)s(A^(r)/7)/(AGo(7)/7).

Since NC(T)/T =:W is the (finite) Weyl group of G0, the sequence W^

NC(T)/T -** G/G0 represents a discrete extension with finite kernel. If there exists

an infinite abelian subgroup A* C G/G0, then there is the sequence W^^>

A/T -** A* of locally finite groups. Hence A/T is locally finite and, according to [8,

(2.5), p. 72], possesses an infinite abelian subgroup Ax/T< A/T^ AG(7)/7, a

contradiction to NC(T)/T E [AF]. In order to prove the assertion, we deduce a

contradiction from the assumption AG(7)/7 g [AF]. Thus assume T//7 < AG(7)/7

is an infinite abelian subgroup. Since HE[AF]~, we deduce from (2.5), for

K : — 7, G : = H, D : = ///7, that there exists a prime /? and an infinite index set /

such that (C/)* < H/T. To this corresponds the sequence 7=^/7, -~ (C/)*. Let

<p : Hx -* Aut 7 be the canonical action of Hx on 7. Since 7 *£ ker tj> and exp tp( //,)

< p, <p(Hx) is a torsion subgroup of Aut 7 s Sl(n, Z), where n = dim 7. On account

of [5, 1.13 Satz, p. 329] one has <p(//,) finite. For H2 := kerqp one therefore has the

sequence T^>H2 -~ (C/)*, where 7^ Z(//2) and ^ < r» s0 ^2 is nilpotent of

class < 2. Therefore, for h*, h E H2, one has (since h*p E 7 < Z(//2)) e = [n^, «*]

= [n, A*]'', so exp H'2 < //. It follows immediately that i/2 = ^/ wim r ^ n- Because

of H2 = 77," =£ //, = /ff< G, one has H2 E [AF]".
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On the vector space H2/TX H2/T over GF(/>) we define a Cp-valued bilinear

form by f(x, y) '■= [x, y]. It is well defined because 7< Z(H2), and one has

f(x, x) = 0 E C/. By (3.3) there exists U < (C/)* = H2/T with | U\> S0 and

f(U,U) = {0}. From this we get the sequences T^H3 -** U, where H3 represents a

noncompact closed subgroup of G. For x, y E H3, one has [x, y] = /(x, y) = 0, so

#3 is also abelian, a contradiction to H3 E [AF]".

(3.4) Corollary. G/G0 E [LF] and G E [AF]" ww/?(y G/G0 is finite.

Proof. It follows from G E [AF]" that G0 is compact and G/G0 E [AF]. Now, if

|G/G0|s* «0, then it follows from G/G0 E [LF] and from [8, 2.5, p. 72] that G/G0

possesses an infinite abelian subgroup, a contradiction.    □

4. The classes [CF]Tl[SIN] and [CF]"n[M]. For the proofs of the structure

theorems (4.2) and (4.3) we need some information concerning the lifting of fixed

points of groups 93 of automorphisms in certain SB-invariant sequences for G.

(4.1) Proposition. For 93 < Aut G, and G E [SIN]a D [K], let K^ G 4» H be a

^-invariant sequence. Then 7r(CG(93)0) = CG//C(93)0.

Proof. Write H '■= G/K. Because of CG(93)0 C G0 we may assume G = G0. We

distinguish four cases:

(1) K E [TD] (in this case, G need not be in [SIN]ffl);

(2) K and G are connected Lie groups;

(3) G E [Lie];

(4) the general case.

(1) From the continuity of qpg : G -» G,

and

ir:= ^((7r'(cc/K(»)))0)c#,

we infer that W = £, i.e., (7r"1(CG/A-(33)))0 C CG(93)0. An application of 77 yields

the result.

(2) In view of the connectedness of K the sequence K =—> U0 -»-» CH(23)0, where

^0 := (^"'(C^S^^o, is exact. It suffices to show that U0 = CC(^8)0K. This,

however, follows from the relation (to be proved), u = cb(33°) + f, involving the Lie

algebras f, u, c6(93°) of the connected Lie groups K, U0, CH(93)0, where 93° denotes

the canonical image of 93 in Aut q. Since G E [SIN]ffl n [K], it follows that 93" is

compact in Aut(G) and, hence, (93°)" is compact in Aut g. Hence the restriction

image of (93°)" in Aut u is compact. Therefore there exists a 93 °-invariant decom-

position u = f © §. Clearly, for s E §, 8 E 93, sp - s E § n f = {0}, and therefore

§ < cu(93°), i.e. cu(93°) + f = u follows.

(3) Apply (1) and (2) to the 93-invariant sequences K^G ->-> H, K/K0>->

G/K0 -» H,K0^G -+* G/K0.
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(4) We have G E [SIN]a n [FC]i n [K] so 93 "(Inn G) is compact in Aut G by [5].

According to [4, (2.11)], G = limproj{G/A,, <pjk}, where each A, is 93-invariant and

G/N, is a Lie group. Clearly, G/A, E [SIN],, n [K], and, by (3), 7T,(CG/V(93)0) =

Qj/kat,(®)o> wnere "i: G/A, -» G/KN: is the canonical epimorphism induced by 77.

Since lim proj is right exact, the final result follows.    □

(4.2) Theorem. Let G E [CF]" and G0 E [SIN]G. Then G is either totally discon-

nected or compact.

Proof. Let G0 =h E, but G is noncompact. Since [P]"D [CF]", G0 is compact [4,

(2.13), p. 12]. Let 7 be a maximal torus in G0. Because of (2.4)(2) we have

G = NG(T)G0; hence AG(7) is noncompact. It follows from G0 E [SIN]G that

7 E [SIN]^ (r). Since 7 is compact it follows from [5, (1.7), p. 326] that the

canonical image of NC(T) in Aut(7) is precompact; hence it follows from [4, (2.11),

p. 11] that there exists 7, < AG(7), 7, < 7 with 7, >-> 7 -*» T", where T" is an

n-dimensional torus, n ¥= 0. Let <p: NC(T) -* Aut(T") be the canonical homomor-

phism resulting from the AG(7)-invariant sequence above. Since NC(T) is periodic

and 7^ Kertp, <p(Nc(T)) is a torsion subgroup of Aut(T") = S1„(Z) and is there-

fore finite, in view of [5, (1.13), p. 329]. Let B '■— Kertp. Then B is closed but not

compact, because otherwise AG(7) would have to be compact.

By construction, T" = Cf»(5)0. Now let \p: NG(T) -» AutT" be the canonical

homomorphism, 93 := ^(B), and let G ■= 7, H ■= T" in (4.1). It follows that

77(Cr(93)0) = T", so Cr(93)0 =£ E. For x E (Cr(93)0\£) we therefore have B ^

CG(x), i.e., CG(x) cannot be compact, a contradiction.    □

(4.3) Theorem. Every Moore group with centralizer condition [CF]" is either

compact or a finite extension of a Moore p-group (pa prime).

The proof will be given in a number of stages. First we need several technical

definitions and results concerning groups in S2. After that we construct a hypotheti-

cal counterexample to the conclusion of (4.3).

(4.4) Lemma. For G E £2 let K^-* G -** D be as in the proof of (2.1) and let T be a

closed noncompact subset of G. Then there exists a countable subset ACT with AK

a-compact and noncompact, and ( A ) K a-compact.

Proof. Since K is compact and open, {gK\g E G) is an open covering of G

(hence of 7) by pairwise disjoint compact sets. Since 7 is noncompact there are

infinitely many t E 7 lying in different sets gK. Hence there is an infinite countable

number of such elements t. Let A be such a set. Then AK is open and a-compact.

Analogously, ArK, and therefore also (A)K = UrezArK is a-compact.    □

Definition. Call CGfi //-discrete, if there exists a a-compact, closed noncompact

//-subgroup in G.
Definition. For G E 12 let Mp(G) :— {x E G\x is a //-element}. (Note that, in

view of (2.1), Mp(G) is closed.)

Definition. We call H < G a o-subgroup, if the following holds:

(1) 77 is closed and noncompact;
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(2) H = U/6N//,., Hj open and compact subgroups of H, 7/, *s Hj+X.

(4.5) Lemma. Assume there exists K^-> G -** A with Kprofinite and open and A an

abelian torsion group. Then G E S2 n [LF]_n[FD]". If Mp(G) is noncompact then

there exists a p-a-subgroup Sp and G is p-discrete.

Proof. Obviously GeSlfl [FD]", because of (2) in (2.2) G E [LF]". Since K is

compact, M(A) is noncompact if Mp(G) is noncompact. Let {x,|/'EN} be a

countable subset of a system of representatives of G/K contained (see (4.4)) in

Mp(G); let

//:= (K,{x,}),       Hk:= (K, {x,,.. .,xk}).

Each Hk is open and H = UkelsHk. By passing, if necessary, to a subsequence of

{x,}, one may assume Hk < Hk+X. Thus H is an open a-subgroup. Let Sp(Hx) be a

/z-Sylow-subgroup of //,. Since Hk+X is profinite for every k, Sp(Hx) can be extended

to a//-Sylow-subgroup Sp(H2). One obtains the ascending sequence {Sp(Hk) \ k E N}

and 5 := UkeNSp(Hk). By construction Hk+X/Hk is a nontrivial finite//-group.

Thus there exists a //-element tkE Hk+x\Hk. Hence there exists yktkykx E

(Sp(Hk+x)\Sp(Hk)). Obviously, tk E Sp is not totally bounded, so Sp is not compact.

One has HkC\ Sp = Sp(Hk). Since Hk is compact, Sp n H is closed. Let {xj v E N}

be a net in 5 converging to x. Then x E H and therefore x E Hk for some &. Since

//^ is open it follows that x„ E Hk for v > v(k). Therefore, x„ E Hk n Sp = Sp(Hk).

Since the latter group is compact, it follows that x E S (Hk) Q S . Thus 5 is closed.

(4.6) Lemma. Assume Gefin [LF]"D[FD]". Then the following holds.

(1) L < G an6?7 compact => (G is p-discrete <=> G/L is p-discrete).

(2) G = HL, L *£ G, L compact => (G is p-discrete <=» // is p-discrete).

(3) L>^ G ->-» 7 wj'/n 7 compact => (G is p-discrete <=* L « p-discrete).

Proof. (1) We have the following two sequences: L^G -+* G/L with L com-

pact; A" >^ G -** G/K with AT compact and open, G/K a discrete abelian torsion
group.

(=>) Let Sp be a//-a-subgroup of G. From the first sequence one sees that SpL/L

is a //-a-subgroup of G/L.

(<=) Let S* := S/L be a//-a-subgroup of G/L. We first show that S/(S n K)L

= (5/L)/(((5 n K)L)/L) is an infinite discrete (locally finite) //-group. Now

((S n K)L)/L is a compact open subgroup of S/L = 5p*, so 5/(5 n K)L is a

discrete //-group. If it were finite then S* would have to be compact, a contradiction.

Thus it immediately follows from the sequence (5 n K)L>-+ S -»-» 5/(5 fll)l

that Mp(S) is noncompact. An application of (4.5) to the sequence 5 n A^

5 -*» 5/(5 n A") yields a//-a-subgroup 5p of 5, hence one of G.

(2) First note that G/7A" = HLK/LK s ///// n (LK). Because of (1) one also
has

////-discrete <=> ///// n (LK) //-discrete <=> G/7A"//-discrete <=> G//-discrete.

(3) (=>) In the sequence LK^> G ->->■ 7,, 7, is compact abelian and discrete, hence

finite. Therefore, and because of (1), G/K is //-discrete and abelian in the sequence
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LK/K^> G/K -** 7,, hence contains an infinite abelian//-subgroup H/K. Hence,

because 7, is finite, there exists an infinite abelian //-subgroup in LK/K. Therefore,

LK/K = L/L fl A" is //-discrete. From (1) it follows that L is //-discrete.    □

(4.7) Lemma. Assume G E 12, G = BH, B = 7< G, H < G, H compact, K= K~

*s H, B < NG(K), B = U;(EN7,, 7;+, > Bt, each 7, compact and open in B, and

U(B) n n( A") = $. // there exists h E H, such that (hK)B = nA", /nen tfiere exwte

x EhK with xB = x, i.e., B *£ CG(x).

Proof. Each B,H is compact, hence profinite. Because of (hK)B> = nA", 11(5,) C

n(5) and U(B) D U(K) = 0 it follows from [3, Lemma 1.3] that there exists a

sequence {x,} C hK with xf; = x, for all i E N. Let x be a clusterpoint of the

sequence x, in the compact set hK. W.l.o.g. assume lim x, = x. For b E B we have

6 E Bj for some /'. Let i >j, so 5, D 5-. Then xf> = x,, therefore xB' = x, hence

xs = x. □

(Remark. The condition stated in 1.3 of [3] ought to read (\A\,\H\) = 1.)

Definition. G E [F^]: =» G is profinite or is a finite extension of a //-group

P in 12: 7=^G -» G/7.

(4.8) Lemma. A^ G ^ F with Ffinite => (G E [FJ » A E [F^,]).

Proof. If G or A is profinite, we are done.

(^•) From P^>G ->-> G/7 we deduce the sequence A n 7 >-* A ^» NP/P. Since

12 is stable with respect to the passage to closed subgroups, it follows that A n P E 12.

(<=) Assume we have 7, >-» A ->-» A/7, with 7, a //-group in 12 and A/7, finite.

[G : 7,] is finite and, therefore, the normal subgroup 7 : = D eG Pf is of finite index

in G because it is a finite intersection of subgroups of finite index. From 7 < 7, < A

we infer 7 E 12.    □

Proof of (4.3). Because of (4.2) it suffices to assume G E [TD]. For the proof by

contradiction we now assume

GE([M]n[TD])\U([F,]).
p

Claim 1. G may be assumed to be of the form K^>G -** A, where A" is a profinite

[SIN]G-group, and A is a discrete abelian torsion group.

Proof. According to [11, Theorems 2, 3, p. 402] one has G = limproj Ga, where,

in the sequence A"a=-^G -+* Ga, Ka is compact. Furthermore, Ma^>Ga -» Fa,

where Ma is a discrete [Z]-group, Fa is finite and Ga is a discrete [M]-group.

(Compare also [18].) Put Aa := trc;](Z(Ma)) and let Ka^>Aa -** Z(Ma) be the

corresponding sequence. Since G/Aa is finite one may replace G by Aa in view of

(4.8).
Claim 2.pE U(G) => Mp(G) is compact.

Proof. Assume Mp(G) is noncompact. If G contains no ^-element, q ¥= p, then G

is a //-group, a contradiction. Let x0 be a (/-element. Replacing A", if necessary (see

Claim 1), by (x0, A">= (x0)"A", one may assume x0 E K. Then there exists a

nontrivial (/-Sylow subgroup Q of A". It follows from (2.4)(1) that G = NG(Q)K.
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Since Mp(G) is noncompact it follows that G is//-discrete ((4.5)); from this it follows

that Mp(Nc(Q)) is noncompact so NG(Q) is //-discrete (4.6)(2). Hence there exists

((4.5)) ap-a-gwup P = 7"< NC(Q). Since K E [SIN]G it follows from G = NG(Q)K

that Q E [SIN],,. Since Q is profinite, there exists Qx < Q, Qx = {?,, 1 <| Q/Qx |<

X0. Thus there is a continuous homomorphism <p: P -> Aut(Q/Ql). For 7, : = Ker <p

we then have (yQx)p' = t2i f°r au ^ G 2- Let y E Q\QX. 7, is also a /z-a-group.

On putting B ■= 7,, //:= g, A:= Qx, n : = y in (4.7) one sees there exists

x E yQx with 7, =s CG(x). Since 7/7, is finite, 7, is not compact. Since 7, is closed,

a contradiction results.

Claim 3. n(G/A") = N0.

Proof. Assume n(G/A") = {//,,...,//„}. We show that MPi(G)K/K = Mp(G/K).

Clearly C holds. Let x E G, 77(x) E Mp(G/K). Now (by Claim 1) (x, A">= (x) K

is profinite and 77(x, A")= (t7(x)> is finite. Hence there exists y E Mp((x, A"))

with 77(y) = 77(x). On account of Mp((x, A")) C Mp(G), one has Mp/(G/K) C

Mp(G)K/K. Hence A/^(G/K) is finite (by Claim 2) so G/A"is finite and therefore

G compact, a contradiction.

(4.3) (End of Proof). G E [CF]"^ G E [AF]". Because of (2.5), for D := G/K,

it follows that | II(G/A) |< K0, a contradiction to Claim 3.

5. Examples and remarks.

(5.1) Example (Nilpotent group, of class 2, in [AF]"\[CF]"). Let p be an odd

prime, W '■ = CpN, with its natural compact topology. V '■ — CpN endowed with the

discrete topology. Let G : = V X A2(W) with the operation

(v,a)(v',a') := (v + v',a + a' + 2"'u A v').

G is a nilpotent group of class 2. Topologize G by the sequence A2(W )=^< G -<-» F,

in which A2(W) is clearly compact. From the commutator relation [(v, a),(v', a')]

= (0, v A v'), one sees that A2(l^) = Z(G). Since G is not compact, the elements of

Z(G) violate the condition [CF]". It is easy to see that, for v E K\{0},

Cc(v,a)= {(ro, t) I/-EGF(/z),tEA2(WO},

so CG(v, a) is an abelian group. It follows that Cc(v, a) is compact for v ¥= 0. Since

every maximal abelian subgroup of G contains Z(G), every such subgroup is of the

form CG(v, a) for a v ¥= 0. Thus G E [AF]".

(5.2) Example (A noncompact Moore group with centralizer condition). Let

7 : = (x,, x2,...) be the free group in countably many variables {x,}, and let p be a

fixed prime. The system $ := {A < 7|x, E A for almost all i and [7: A] = pk for

some k E N} of normal subgroups constitutes a fundamental system of e-neighbor-

hoods in 7; in the resulting topology the x, converge toward e. Let Fp be the

completion of 7 with respect to this topology. Fp is the restricted free pro-//-group in

countably many variables (see [15]). For its Frattini subgroup F* one has F* = FppF'

Let G '■— F ■ F*. This gives rise to the algebraic sequence F* >-> G -»-> (CN)*, by

means of which G is topologized as a locally compact, noncompact group, with F* as

a compact open subgroup. We show that G E [M] n [LF]". (Instead of our original

proof of this assertion we offer a short proof due to G. Schlichting.) Let K E [K] and
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let A" D G D L D (A"')" be a sequence of subgroups of K such that 7 is a closed

normal subgroup of G. One may define a new topology on G by the sequence

7 >-> G -w G/7, where 7 is open and compact.

Since G^>K is continuous, we have G E [MAP]. Since, obviously, G E [FD]", it

follows from known results on compactness conditions [13, p. 701] that G E [M].

Call z a primitive element for x, if x = xp , but if no t with x = tp + can be

found. Note also that each x E Fp has a unique representation x = (II" , x,a,)T), with

a, E Z^ (/z-adic integers) and tj E 7^' (this is seen by passing from 7 to F /F'). We

first note that Zp is a compact integral domain containing Z as a dense subring.

Accordingly one says that p | a, if there is a /3 E Zp with a = /z/3. By passing to F /F'

one observes from the construction of G, that x E G if and only if x = (il^x,0')1?.

T) E 7£, and almost all a, are divisible by p. According to this we have x E 7* if and

only if every a, is divisible by p.

For the proof of the compactness of CG(x), let

*=(fi*f']ii.      i.e7>,

be a primitive element for x. According to [3, Lemma 4.1, p. 526] we have

CF(x) = (z)~, where the closure is taken in F . Hence CG(x) = (z)TlG. If almost

all Bj are divisible by p then, for z E G and n sufficiently large, it follows that

<z)"nG<(x1,...,x„>"7;;

hence CG(x) is compact. If, however, infinitely many /?, are not divisible by //, then

z E G holds. From this it follows that zr $. G for 0 < r < p, because

zr =     8 xf-   ij(r),    where tj( r) e 7> and/? 10,.«/7 lift

holds. In particular, this implies zr7f PiG= 0 if 0 < /■ < //. We have, however, the

coset decomposition

P-\

{zyp;= {Jz'Fp*
r = 0

of CF(x)F*. It follows that

cG(x) = (zynG< ((z)-fp*) n g = U z%* n g = 7;,
r=0

and Cc(x) is compact.    □

Remark. One can construct examples of groups G E [AF]"n[M] with G0 ¥= E.

Thus (4.2) cannot be generalized to this class. It is our conjecture that (4.2) holds for

G E [AF]_n[SIN] n [LF]". Finally, another open problem is suggested by the

well-known examples of groups due to Olshanskij [12]—infinite groups all of whose

proper subgroups are finite. Such groups may be viewed as examples of noncompact

[SIN]-groups all of whose proper closed subgroups are compact. Are there nondis-

crete [SIN]-groups with this property which are not compact?
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